FALL 2017 WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

Emerging Leaders must attend at least 5 workshops and cover the 4 Dimensions of Leadership:

**IS** = Interpersonal Skills; **EV** = Ethics & Values; **PE** = Personal Empowerment;
**GCP** = Global and Community Perspectives

Workshops in **BLUE** are not restricted to Emerging Leaders; they are programs open to the campus.

**Monday, September 25 @ 11am in SU 401**
“An Intro to Volunteering” (PE & GCP)
*Presented by Erica Wagner, Service Learning Coordinator, Career Resource Center*
Learn about your options for local, national and international volunteering – where to find opportunities, why you should volunteer, and how to find a match for **YOU**! (Capacity: 35 ELs)

**Wednesday, September 27 @ 12:30pm in HUM 214**
“Internships – Where Do I Start?” (IS & PE)
*Presented by Beth King, Internship Coordinator, Career Resource Center*
This presentation will walk first year students through the steps you need to know in order to get an internship. Learn about the First Year Internship Program too! No matter your major (or if you’re undeclared!) you’ll get a leg up on the competition! (Capacity: 50 ELs)

**Monday, October 2 @ 6pm in LC 100**
“Behold the Dreamers: One Book/One New Paltz” (EV, IS, & GCP)
*Presented by Special Guest Speaker: Author Imbolo Mbue*
The author of this year’s One New Paltz/One Book selection *Behold the Dreamers* and the 2017 winner of the PEN/Faulkner Award for fiction, will be speaking about her book. For more information, visit [https://onebookonenewpaltz.com/](https://onebookonenewpaltz.com/)

**Thursday, October 5 @ 11am in SU401**
“Maintaining High Standards AND Showing People You Care” (EV, IS, & PE)
*Presented by James Seward, Head Women’s Basketball Coach, Department of Athletics*
This workshop will focus on one of the greatest challenges of leadership: how to have high standards and not allow anything less than those standards to be met while still developing strong relationships and showing that you truly care about the people you are working with. Those in a position of leadership often have one or the other, but the true challenge is being able to balance and maintain both. It is easy to be a dictator type of leader who is perceived as only caring about the “bottom line” while unconcerned with the people. Similarly, it is easy to be a leader who everyone likes but no one respects because they do not hold people accountable. Both are recipes for disaster. However, while extremely difficult, maintaining both high standards AND having strong interpersonal relationships creates an environment where the highest level of success is possible. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

**Thursday, October 12 @ 7:30pm in LC 100**
“Know When to Leave the Plantation” (IS, PE, EV, GCP)
*Presented by Distinguished Speaker, Janus Adams ‘67*
As a student at SUNY New Paltz in the tumultuous sixties, Janus Adams sought solace from the pressures of a segregated society in walks from campus to historic Huguenot Street. As the North was,
at the time, still in denial about its ties to the history of slavery in the U.S., little did she know was following in the footsteps of the legendary abolitionist Sojourner Truth. In one telling incident, she was made aware of the vestiges of slavery and the suppression of women’s rights driving American society. To her rescue came her grand-uncle’s mantra: “Know when to leave the plantation.”

This is a ticked event. A limited number of tickets are FREE for students. [https://www.newpaltz.edu/speakerseries/]

**Monday, October 16 @ 2pm in SU 401**
**“How to Use Social Media to Your Advantage” (PE)**
**Presented by Emily Holub, Complex Director, Capen Hall**
This workshop will focus on how you can use your social media profiles to help you. It will go over how a positive public image makes a difference when applying to jobs on and off campus. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

**Wednesday, October 18 @ 12:30pm in SU 401**
**“Yes, No, Maybe” (EV)**
**Presented by Linda Eaton, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs**
On a daily basis, we find ourselves in situations that cause us to question our beliefs and the beliefs of those around us. This interactive workshop will present you with scenarios that will force you to take a stand. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

**Friday, October 20 @ 3:30pm in SU 62/63**
**“Emerging Leaders Graduates Panel” (PE)**
**Presented by current New Paltz Student Graduates of the Emerging Leaders Program**
Hear from a variety of student leaders about how they got involved at New Paltz after their Emerging Leaders experience. Bring your questions! (Capacity: 50 ELs)

**Thursday, October 26 @ 3:30pm in SU 401**
**“Who Would You Rather Be?” (GCP, IS, EV)**
**Presented by Tara Sestanovich, Coordinator of First Year Programs**
Have you ever wished that you could be someone else? This workshop provides an opportunity for you to test out being in someone else’s shoes. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

**Friday, October 27 @ 2:30pm in SU MPR**
**“Going Beyond Inspirational”**
**Presented by Guest Speaker, Nina G**
Nina G is the San Francisco Bay Area’s favorite female stuttering stand up comedian (granted she is the only one). She is also a disability activist, storyteller, children’s book author and educator. She brings her humor to help people confront and understand social justice issues such as disability, diversity, and equity.

**Wednesday, November 1 @ 2pm in SU 401**
**“Appreciating Diverse Leadership Styles” (PE, GCP, IS)**
**Presented by Shannon Nelligan, Complex Director, Bliss Hall**
The purpose of the workshop is to enable participants to articulate at a higher level why they work the way they do, as well as identify skills and strengths they would like to enhance. This workshop also is a tool to bolster team accountability by pushing people to consider the way in which their styles plays out on a team and how each person might become better at changing work styles to balance a team or fit a given work situation. (Capacity: 30 ELs)

**Tuesday, November 7 @ 6:30pm in SU 407** (Rescheduled from 10/13)
**“Walk the Walk, Talk the Talk” (GCP, IS)**
**Presented by Robert Moysey, Coordinator of Transfer Student Engagement**
Perspective is the key word in this workshop. ELs will participate in activities that will help to develop problem-solving skills, and enrich their knowledge of the people around them. (Capacity: 30 ELs)
Thursday, November 9 @ 8pm in SU MPR
“What I Wish I Learned in College” (PE, GCP)
Presented by Guest Speaker, Max Stossel
Max Stossel is an award winning poet and filmmaker, and one of the leaders of Time Well Spent, a movement to align technology with our humanity. His work has spanned across 14 languages, has won two Webby Awards, multiple film festivals, consistently goes viral, and influenced the way digital media organizations tell the stories of mass murder in the news. “What I Wish I’d Learned In College” is a poetic speech on the topics that Max looked wished he’d known before graduating from college. Ranging from surviving the monotony of entry-level jobs, to how porn affects our sex lives, to how to develop a healthy relationship with social media throughout your 20’s (while everyone is getting married and promoted).

Monday, November 13 @ 7pm in SU 407
“Raise Your Hand If…” (EV, PE, GCP)
Co-Presented by Sarah Melvin, RD of Scudder Hall, and Jessica Mohr Delaney, RD of Bouton Hall
What are the cultural and societal differences and similarities that make us who we are? In this safe space workshop, participants will be asked a series of questions that will raise awareness about their own identities as well as their peers. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

Thursday, November 16 @ 5pm-6:30pm in CSB Auditorium – NOTE LOCATION CHANGE!
“Step Up New Paltz” (IS, EV, CCP, PE)
Co-Presented by Shannon Moysey, Coordinator of Living/Learning Communities, Amanda Norton, RD of Ridgeview Hall
Have you ever been concerned about a situation and wanted to help... but didn’t? You’re not alone! This situation is more common than you might think, and is known as the bystander effect. Step UP! is a comprehensive bystander intervention training program that will give you the confidence to take action!

Tuesday, November 28 @ 2pm in SU 62/63
“BARNGA” (GCP, EV, IS)
Presented by Mike Patterson, Director, Student Activities and Union Services
Do you like to play cards? Come learn a new card game in a very fun and creative environment with a little twist of learning. Expert and knowledgeable card players are not required! You will leave the workshops with new skills on how to communicate and better understand your own communication styles. (Capacity: 35 ELs)

Thursday, November 30 @ 3:30pm in SU MPR
“Not Another Diversity Workshop”
Presented by Guest Speaker, Jamie Piperato
Jamie Piperato (she, her[s], herself) is a higher education consultant and speaker. She received her bachelor of science at SUNY Cortland in kinesiology with a concentration in sports studies and a masters degree in student affairs in higher education at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. She is an educator, social justice advocate, and optimist. She is most comfortable center stage in a crowded room wearing a bow-tie and loves encouraging others to step outside their comfort zone.

Monday, December 4 @ 6:30pm in SU 62/63
“Living with HIV/AIDS” (PE, GCP, EV)
Presented by Gary Levinson, New Paltz Alumnus, and Michelle Combs, Director of Student Development
This workshop will present educational information on HIV/AIDS and give you the opportunity to hear from a former New Paltz student about his experience living with the disease. Bring your questions! (Capacity: 60 ELs)